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The PLANET Decision Support System 

 

 

The EU-funded research project PLANET (www.h2020-planet.eu) [1] will develop a Decision Support 

System (DSS) to policy makers and network operators to help them facilitate the full integration of 

ever increasing intermittent renewable energy in the electricity grid via global coordination of all 

energy (electricity, gas, heat) networks and assets with special focus on energy storage and conversion 

techniques and assets. The DSS will be accompanied by associated technology models, 

standardization/policy/ market reform recommendations and business models to contribute to the 

transition to a fully decarbonised EU energy system. 

 

Introduction  

The future electricity generation mix evolution - EU projects 97% generation from Variable Renewable 

Energy Sources (VRES) by 2050 - will render current solutions for grid balancing and stability 

insufficient. Intermittent generation will require electricity demand flexibility beyond conventional 

solutions to alleviate grid stresses in times of high VRES generation. This flexibility cannot only come 

from electricity end-uses, the volatility and variability of RES generation is too high. Conversion and 

storage in other energy carriers and networks is needed to avoid RES generation curtailment. 

The aim of the EU-funded project PLANET is to design and develop a holistic Decision Support System 

(DSS) for grid operational planning and management to support policy makers and network operators 

in their decision making processes. It will explore, identify, evaluate and quantitatively assess optimal 

strategies to deploy, integrate and operate conversion/storage systems on the distribution grid of 

several energy carriers within boundary constraints of real deployments outlined in future energy 

system scenarios.  

The simulation of the integration between electricity, gas and heat network models, together with 

conversion/storage technologies models for power-to-gas, power-to-heat and virtual thermal energy 

storage, will help to understand and quantify how these conversions can affect network stability, 

reliability and responsiveness as well as to optimize these metrics across networks. 

The PLANET tools and their benefits will be demonstrated and validated using information from real 

premises and customers of two distribution network operators in Italy and France managing electricity, 

natural gas and district heating networks. 

 

The PLANET solution 

PLANET will facilitate grid integration of a broad portfolio of decentralised storage/conversion 

solutions via a unified and holistic framework for distribution grid planning, operation and 

management optimization. It will exploit such solutions with different capabilities for grid services to 

enhance synergies between energy networks. Figure 1 shows a functional scheme of this integration 

where the following items are synergistically connected: 

• The electricity/gas/heat networks models; 

• Several conversion technologies (models of P2G, CHP, P2H, VES) transforming clean electricity 

into natural gas or heat; 

• The Experimental Test Sites that will provide real data for model validation and calibration. 

http://www.h2020-planet.eu/
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Figure 1: The PLANET Energy Flows, grid integration and energy conversions 

 

The PLANET solution is based on four core activity lines with several complementary activities 

supporting them (see figure 2). The core activities include:  

1. The modelling of conversion/storage technologies to enable planning, management and 

operation tools to properly account for their expected impact on real deployments. To 

improve estimation accuracy, validate their applicability and value, as well as to improve the 

tool value for the energy system stakeholders, the modelling should account in detail both for 

the electricity & gas demand but also for their detailed electrical response during transition 

periods to evaluate their potential to provide fast services to the electricity distribution grid, 

e.g. frequency/voltage response. These technologies include:  

a. Power-to-Gas (P2G) (high purity methane for direct injection to the gas grid);  

b. Power-to-Heat:  

- in conventional district heating scenarios (Centralized Power to Heat, CP2H) where 

large-scale heat pumps are coupled to traditional heat storage solutions; 

- in Local Power to Heat (LP2H) applications, where heat pumps can be coupled to 

traditional and Phase Change Material (PCM) heat storage technologies, as well as 

Virtual Energy Storage (VES) through conversion to heat by means of human-centric 

thermal management leveraging the thermal inertia of buildings and installed 

heating/cooling equipment for maximum human comfort.  

c. Combined Heat and Power (CHP): cogeneration technologies allow the simultaneous 

conversion from gas to electricity and heat, and therefore they can bring novel synergies 

among networks. Models of cogeneration units coupled to district heating networks will 

be included in the PLANET scope to enhance the grids synergies potential. 

2. The simulation of the integration between electricity, gas and heat networks models, together 

with conversion/storage technologies models, in order to understand how these conversions 

can affect network balance, stability, reliability and responsiveness; 
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3. The development of a holistic Decision Support System (DSS) that enables multi-grid 

operational planning and management taking into account synergies and energy flows 

between the electricity, gas and heat networks. The purpose is to identify and evaluate optimal 

strategies to deploy and operate conversion/storage systems on distribution grids. The DSS 

oversees the three distribution grids enabling network planners, operators and policy makers  

a. to assess the system-level behaviour;  

b. optimize deployed capabilities and verify stability, balance and security of the electricity 

grid;  

c. evaluate techno-economic trade-offs between storage technologies and assess their 

viability given by their operation economics;  

d. perform scenario-based analysis exploring target conversion system characteristics and 

costs;  

e. steer research efforts toward solution characteristics that best fit the grid requirements as 

well as visualize and assess the impact of electricity storage/conversion technologies on 

aspects that transcend the pure electricity grid, for example the well-being and comfort of 

citizens in indoor environments. 

4. Policy and market model impact assessment and exploration to evaluate the current 

regulatory landscape for P2G and P2H solutions, as well as policy/ market reform 

recommendations to pave the way for their deployment in a technology-neutral manner that 

ensures maximum benefits to society and the environment. Adoption of the recommendations 

by policy makers will accelerate the PLANET solution uptake enabling the removal of important 

roadblocks for the achievement of the Energy Union vision. Moreover, exploration and 

investigation of novel roles and business models in the energy market will be carried out in 

preparation of the commercial exploitation of project results within the opportunities that 

arise from the existence of PLANET products to meet the needs and requirements of the EU 

internal energy market. 

 
Figure 2: PLANET scope and activities 
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In addition to the aforementioned core PLANET activities, a number of complementary activities will 

be carried out to investigate and facilitate the adoption and replication of the developed solutions. 

They include: 

• Preliminary business planning to set out initial revenue models and go-to-market strategies for 

market actor(s) who will assume the risk of bringing the PLANET solutions to the market through 

a process of maturization and cost structure improvement, building acceptance in society, 

establishing viable business models and finally developing new products/services. 

• Pre-design of ICT interfaces to energy networks and devices that will deliver grid services (P2G & 

P2H units, storage units, PCM, CHP units) in order to facilitate their effective operation within the 

electricity distribution grid in a coordinated manner that will enable the appropriate business actor 

to deliver valuable grid services. 

• Definition and promotion of proposals for standardization bodies based on the aforementioned 

interfaces to strive for industrial consensus and to speedier and frictionless adoption by the entire 

energy system ecosystem, including network operators, equipment vendors, energy retailers, 

actor marketing conversion/storage solutions, etc. 

 

PLANET system architecture  

Figure 3 provides an overview of the PLANET system architecture that will be used for the exploration 

and evaluation of storage/conversion technologies deployment to the electricity grid. It contains four 

main functional constituents: the dynamic grid simulation environment (bottom), the District-level 

storage/conversion management optimization (SCCE) module (top), the IDOC orchestration (IDOC) 

component (left) and storage/ conversion technologies (middle). 

 

 

Figure 3: High-level system architecture for the evaluation, optimized deployment and control of 

decentralised conversion/storage systems on the distribution network 

 

The modules at the middle of the architecture diagram (supply, demand, VES, power-to-gas/heat) are 

of special importance since they link the PLANET optimization framework with the grid simulator that 

will validate the project results. Essentially these models substitute the electricity supply, demand, 

virtual energy storage and conversion physical systems that will interface with future electricity 
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distribution grids and along with the grid simulator represent the “physical world” with which the 

PLANET ICT system (IDOC, SCCE & middleware components) will interact. In order to adequately fulfil 

this intermediary role, their interfaces need to be very carefully defined. The interfaces toward the 

grid simulation environment will comprise high-level models of the electrical response of each system, 

which will then be translated into a simulation model by the generator (e.g. automatically generated 

Simulink models appropriately configured to exhibit their exact electrical supply/demand response 

during simulation). The (upper) interfaces toward the other system components depend on the nature 

of the modules. The “electricity supply” and “uncontrollable demand” modules are the main levers of 

the PLANET ICT system for setting up the simulation environment with the expected supply/demand 

characteristics in the selected future energy system scenarios. 

The project will divide the developed software in modules so that commonly developed software 

infrastructure parts can be licensed as open-source as much as possible, especially platform level 

modules. 

 

Validation activities 

PLANET models will be validated in lab and field. Grid simulations to validate project results will take 

place at the Smart Energy Grid Lab of Politecnico di Torino. Development/optimization activities of the 

P2G process will use the Apros simulation framework [2] - developed, co-owned and commercialised 

by VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland - which will provide necessary extensions and additional 

models for the PLANET activities. 

Calibration of P2H models will be done in selected pilot sites: a French pilot site at SOREA (residential 

and tertiary buildings belonging to the clientele of SOREA in Saint-Julien Montdenis in the Maurienne 

Valley, France) and an Italian pilot site (residential building connected to the district heating network 

of Turin or Parma) operated by IREN. 

 

Outlook 

Decarbonizing the EU energy system and achieving the Energy Union objectives requires significant 

modifications in the current modus operandi of the decoupled electricity/ gas/ heating networks. 

PLANET aims to investigate the potential and necessary conditions for energy system decarbonisation 

and provide the necessary ICT tools for policy makers and grid planners to steer this process. 
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